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Linking TV Measurement
to Digital Attribution

NEUSTAR TV SOLUTION DIFFERENTIATORS

Connect holistic identity
to household-level TV
exposure data along
consumer journeys: Linear,
Addressable, and OTT

A Holistic View of the Complete Customer Journey
TV advertising is evolving. From linear viewers to over-the-top streamers,
cord-cutters to cord-nevers, and everyone in between, content is
consumed in more ways and on more platforms than ever before. But
with more available TV inventory comes more disparate data sources,
and with more addressability comes higher CPMs.

Measure and optimize
the short- and long-term
impacts of your marketing
across all channels,
including TV at its most
granular level

So how can marketers understand the total impact of their TV advertising
and ensure they are getting the most return on their buys?
Neustar’s Unified Measurement Solution now empowers marketers to
granularly measure TV impressions at a household level and quantify the
true impact of TV advertising across the entire customer journey. Neustar’s
Unified Measurement Solution offers brands a complete and holistic view
of their omnichannel marketing, treating TV impressions as just another
addressable channel within their media mix.

Activate TV intelligence
through our Identity DMP.
Identify, build and activate
predictive audiences
based on granular journeybased behavior.

In addition to strategically measuring the brand and sales impact of TV for
annual and quarterly planning decisions, marketers can measure TV buys
with the addressability of online marketing to make granular investment
decisions across network, daypart, program, creative and campaign, and
make near real-time omni-channel optimizations.

GAIN GREATER TV INTELLIGENCE
TV budget
recommendations
across Campaign/
Creative, Network,
Program and
Daypart

Estimated KPI
performance for
planned TV buys,
including ROI

Campaign and
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and Program ROI
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Understand the Impact of TV Across Your Media Mix
NonControllable
Controllable

Paid
Search

Display Ad

Mobile
Browsing

AD

Personal Attributes
Age: 29
Children: Yes
Home Owner: Yes
HH Income: $130k
Past Purchaser: Yes

Purchase

Market Level Model

Social
Media

Neustar OneID
Non-Addressable
Media

TV Impression

Email

Website
Visit

Linear Addressable OTT

Neustar connects granular TV exposure data to people-based marketing
intelligence solutions with Neustar’s authoritative identity

+

+
Neustar OneID
Leverage our
industry-leading,
authoritative identity
to link TV viewing to
households

IDMP

+

Neustar Identity DMP
Ingest and integrate
TV exposures with
all addressable
marketing for
complete consumer
journeys

=
Multi-Touch
Attribution
Quantify TV and
online campaign
performance to
optimize reach,
frequency and ROI

ROI
Total TV ROI
Understand and
attribute revenue
and KPI impact of
TV spots, including
linear broadcast

Ready to Fine Tune Your TV Analytics?
Learn more at www.home.neustar/customer-analytics/tv-analytics.
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